
We’re celebrating a month filled with powerful women, 

living a balanced life and having energised creativity. In 

August we’ll be showcasing functional wardrobes, with 

muted colours and cityscape adventures. We’re gearing 

up for the second half of the year and taking stock of what 

we’ve accomplished so far.

F I N D I N G  B A L A N C E
A U G U S T  2 017

M O R E  P O W E R  T O  Y O U !

So, come and take charge with us.

The Pretty Blog’s  Editorial  Theme
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City life, sophistication, inner city beauty, inner city gems, 
work-life balance, driven, powerful, home office, apartments



W H A T  W E ’ R E  L O O K I N G  F O R

We’re exploring all areas of our lives and looking for 

home office inspiration like beautiful, motivational 

quote posters. We’ll be looking for city sleek weddings 

with sophisticated touches. We’re excited to try different 

recipes like post workout shakes for work, healthy office 

lunch options or lunch on the go and seeing how creative 

we can be with meat-free Mondays. We’ll be taking a 

look at self reflection, finding a work/life balance, goal 

setting and how to achieve them, like using a goal setting 

printable. We want to bring the outdoors inside using 

indoor plants and seasonal flowers.  We want to know 

where the best coffee spots are and places to grab lunch 

on the go. We’re all about city adventures! Those early 

mornings, late afternoons when the hustle dies down and 

the city becomes magically quiet, finding yoga spots in the 

city, outdoor training spots and city runs. 
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Do you want to be a part of the pretty?
The period for submissions will be between 22 and 26 May only.

Any submissions received after this date will not be considered for publication.

Sign up to be notified when the submission period opens.

H E R E

https://www.theprettyblog.com/submit-something-pretty/

